POOL LEAK DETECTION PRICE LIST
COST

RATE

$250.00 + HST

Flat Rate

P.O.R. + HST

Flat Rate

$150.00 + HST

Per Hour

Labour

$150.00 + HST

Per Hour

Materials/Parts

Cost of parts + HST

N/A

Sonar (Liner Leak Detection)

$400.00 + HST

Flat Rate

Basic Pressure Test
1 Pool Skimmer, 2 Returns
(Main Drain Not Included)

Additional Skimmers, Returns
Water Features, Lines, etc.
Locating
Repairs

To schedule any leak detections we recommend that water loss is marked and measured by the home owner with the
pump running as well as with the pump off. This will help us determine what leak testing needs to be done and can
minimize the cost for the service call.
For Sonar leak detections the following must be in order before we can schedule the call. The pool needs to be filled to
proper operational level. The pool needs to be clear and clean. The pool water needs to be reasonably warm. Cloudy,
Green or Dirty pools will not allow the sonar equipment to scan the pool properly.
Please note that if your leak detection has been scheduled on a day that is raining the equipment does not work correctly
and the call will need to be rescheduled to a later date.
For all locates and repairs the fee is based on time and materials. The hourly rate is listed above and the cost for parts will
be determined by what parts are required to complete the repair.
Approximate repair times may vary based on the difficulty of the repair and location of the leak.
PLEASE NOTE: in the event the repair requires us to dig underground or beneath a deck area where we have to
remove sod, interlock, flagstone, trees, flowers, concrete decks etc. Our team will do their best to have it restored back
to it’s original setting but this is NOT part of the original repair. Speciality landscape repairs can be quoted separately
upon request.
We at Pool Craft will guarantee our work on all original repairs for up to 30 days from the date of completion

POOLCRAFT.CA
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